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Tetrageddon                                                                            Corey, Tamburri, Owens  Abstract 
Our goal was to create a multiplayer puzzle game that features asymmetric gameplay styles and force the players to think about each other’s objectives while completing their own. We used a variety of programs to build our game in Unity, to organize our team, and for version control through the development process. We aimed to complete one full game mode for two players. The paper follows the course of the game’s development cycle, the efforts of our team to create the game, adjustments made in response to play testing, and our final results.  
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Introduction 
  Tetrageddon is a 2-player challenge in which one person plays a Tetris-inspired falling-
blocks puzzle game while the other person plays a platforming game amid the blocks being 
manipulated by their opponent. The puzzle player (or “Blockmaster”) must try to destroy the 
platform player (“Robot”) by crushing them with blocks, using special blocks to their advantage, 
and clearing rows of blocks to earn points. The Robot player must stay alive, collect coins, and 
use projectiles to interfere with the Blockmaster’s plans.  
Our team consisted of three members.  Jayson Corey was the game’s lead designer and 
artist, creating all of the mechanics, visual and audio assets. AJ Tamburri and Brittany Owens 
were the project engineers, responsible for programming the entire game.  
Software Used to Create Tetrageddon  
  At the beginning of the development cycle for Tetrageddon, each member of the 
development team had to consider what programs they would use to create their parts of the 
game.  
As we started the development process, one of the first decisions we had to make was 
whether or not to use a game engine, and if so, which engine to use. Our initial impulse was to 
use Unity 2D, as Unity had several upsides. First, all of us had some experience using Unity from 
our experiences in courses IMGD 4000 and 4500. Second, it would be convenient to find help 
for Unity, should we need it, as several of our peers and professors have experience with it, and 
there is extensive documentation and many tutorials online. Third, Unity is known for having an 
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easy asset pipeline, which would in theory make integrating our art into the game take less 
development time. Finally, Unity has built-in support for publishing games on multiple 
platforms. 
 
Figure 1: Tetrageddon in Unity. 
              Although Unity seemed to be a reliable choice for an engine, we did not want to make 
the decision too hastily and lose out on a potentially better engine, so we researched Phaser as 
another option. Phaser is known for making it easy to rapidly build game prototypes. As we 
investigated Phaser, we found that it had a large library of example code, and each example 
was playable. This allowed us to find examples of how different game mechanics worked in 
Phaser, and easily learn how to put them into our game. However, Phaser was built to publish 
games for mobile and browser-based platforms, as opposed to the console-based platforms we 
hoped to someday publish Tetrageddon on.  The fact that Phaser was based on HTML5 also 
meant that we would need to bug-test Tetrageddon in multiple different internet browsers, 
which could unnecessarily multiply our debugging time. Also, our peers and professors are not 
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nearly as familiar with Phaser as they are with Unity, so it would be much harder to find help for 
any problems that may arise. Because of these reasons, we decided to go with Unity over 
Phaser. 
 Prior to the start of the school year, Jayson started making graphic assets for 
Tetrageddon using Adobe Photoshop CS5. Jayson focused on a pixel art based direction for the 
game since it’s what he excels at, it can be produced more quickly by him than most other 
styles of art, and he felt that the game would work much better with simple 2D art than 3D art. 
Jayson has many years of experience working with Photoshop, which led to it being his top 
choice for software. Our advisor recommended that Jayson also look into additional software to 
aid him with the animation process, though he ultimately found that he was far more 
comfortable with software he already knew and that the benefits offered from learning a new 
program didn’t outweigh the cost of time it would take to learn the programs and make the 
animations with them.  
  The programs Jayson researched to assist with graphics were Aseprite, Spine, Pro 
Motion, and GraphicsGale. Aseprite was removed from the equation since it is new software, 
with little support and few tutorials, which meant he would have to learn it from the ground up 
and would have few resources to help him if he hit snags or needed assistance. Spine was next 
on the list to be removed, since the program was pretty difficult to handle, seemed to cater 
more towards vector art than pixel art, and had an oddly smooth flow for a game that works 
with pixel-art characters. Pro Motion was tried next, and Jayson managed to get a solid grasp of 
it initially, but some important features were awkward to use, or had bugs. Finally, he revisited 
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GraphicsGale, but eventually abandoned it when he found that the key features he needed 
could be duplicated in Photoshop with a few tricks.  
  At the beginning of the project, Jayson suggested the use of Dropbox for file sharing. He 
set up a few sub folders in a shared folder for the group to fill with art assets and resources he 
made over the course of the development cycle. We also used the Dropbox to hold documents 
such as this paper, design documents, and asset lists during the project.  
 
Figure 2: Jayson Corey working on art assets for Tetrageddon in Photoshop CS5. 
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Creating graphics  
Jayson created the majority of the artwork pixel by pixel, and incorporated some 
techniques he learned for creating lighting, textures, and overlays as well when creating the 
game’s various assets.    
  Jayson built the design of all of the game’s blocks around the first block that he made. 
The design is just a simple cube that projects outwards towards the viewer, using four simple 
colors, and then overlaying them with a gradient for shading. When Jayson started working on 
objects in the game called special blocks, he used the original block as the basis for all of the 
designs.  
 
Figure 3: The first block. 
For items and interface elements, Jayson envisioned what the item should look like from 
a simple concept standpoint and slowly blocked the assets in, detailing them until they looked 
right and fit well with the game’s style. Jayson tried to create shapes that worked well with the 
names of objects, and then think of colors and details that would associate well with what each 
item was supposed to be.  
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.  
Figure 4: The Safety Sphere item, designed by creating a shield like circular shape, 
then coloring the shape similar to a steel shield. 
  Jayson’s initial concept for the background of the playing field was heavily inspired by 
the Portal series’ clean and sterile testing facilities, mixed with the ruined and worn down old 
facilities, with the contrast between the two being thrown at a player simultaneously creating a 
visual pop effect. The clean part of the background is the frame around the playing field, and 
the run down part of the background is the playing field. The colors from the blocks and their 
particle effects stood out more effectively on the dark background than the white background. 
 
Figure 5: Original playing field 
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However, after the first round of testing, we decided that the background details 
needed to be adjusted. The background features in the original version distracted players and 
made them think that the background might impact the game in ways that they couldn’t figure 
out. As a result, the details were cut out and the background was replaced with a cleaner, 
decoration-free alternative.  
 
Figure 6: Revised playing field 
  This dark playing field is placed against a light background area while playing the game, 
and also features a “security camera” view on the right side that tracks the Robot character, 
making make it easier for players to follow. There are also two sets of ten “video static” images 
created by Jayson that randomly play over the camera screen to make it feel more like a video 
recording. 
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Figure 7: Screen shot of the playing field. 
  When the game is paused, video filters play over the screen similar to the camera 
screen to give the impression that everything is being recorded as a whole. The filter doesn’t 
heavily cover the screen, so that players can still see what’s happening in game before they 
resume the game to continue playing. The players can also return to the title screen by pressing 
Restart or see the High Score board from the menu as well.  
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Figure 8: Mockup of the Pause screen. 
  When time runs out at the end of a game, a new screen pops up that shows the final 
scores and announces the winner of the match, accompanied by a victory jingle. Then the main 
menu interface spawns below so players can easily set up another match without traveling back 
to the title screen.  
 
Figure 9: Mockup of the Victory screen. 
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  Jayson created the game’s title screen design after all of the other art assets in the game 
were finished, so that he could incorporate as many assets as he wanted in it. He created a 
large scale version of the playing field with a Robot player glowing in the background, coins 
spawned around the area, and a video filter playing between the menu layer and background 
layer. He also created new menus based on the pause menu display for the game’s various set 
up options, and two large panels that display information on how to play the game to get rid of 
the need for other explanations and tutorials.  
   
Figure 10: Mockup of the Title screen using finished art assets. 
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Creation of Audio Assets  
  The creation of Tetrageddon’s audio assets was handled by Jayson, who used his own 
equipment and preferred programs to create what was needed for the game. He used his Zoom 
H2n recorder to record the foundations for all of the game’s sound effects, and used Audacity 
and Reaper as his editing programs of choice to convert the recordings into installable sound 
effects.  
  Jayson used a variety of objects, including Rubik’s Cubes, a conductor’s stand and action 
figures, as well as his own voice to create various impact, walking jumping and hitting sounds. 
The resulting files were then cleaned up and edited in Audacity to achieve the intended result. 
The final sound effects were exported as OGG files for use in Unity.  
  For the game’s background music, Jayson used Ableton Live as his composing software 
of choice. Jayson produces MIDI songs using Ableton because he can easily experiment with 
different sounds and mix and match sections of his compositions to find the right arrangement 
for the final composition. The game plays the songs composed at a normal playback rate at the 
start of any game, but the playback rate slowly increases over time, until a chime plays at the 
last 30 seconds of a game, at which point the music suddenly starts playing at a drastically 
accelerated rate. The Title Screen and Victory Screen have unique tracks play that are derived 
from the main game music.   
  When he started composing the music for the game, Jayson set his initial vision to be a 
techno-rock Tetris/MegaMan inspired background track. He decided that he would include 
drum pads, bass, two sets of keys, and guitars for the full game track. For the title screen track, 
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Jayson decided to subtract the guitars, drums, and reduce the activity of the remaining 
instruments. For the victory screen, the more subtle instruments would be dropped in favor of 
an energetic upbeat version of the game track, with the brightness of some instruments turned 
up, and a chorus effect added to the guitar track. The final compositions were exported as WAV 
files.  
Programming 
In the beginning stages of the project, we spent a lot of time getting organized and 
figuring out the direction to building our project. During this stage, our programming team 
decided to use test-driven development to build our game. Test-driven development has 
several upsides that we wanted to capitalize on in with our project. It provides for excellent 
documentation of exactly how the program works, and if any features were to break or become 
buggy we would know exactly where and why the issues were happening with ease. This would 
greatly reduce our debugging time.  
Another upside to test-driven development is that it helps break large, complex tasks 
into small, easily-achievable chunks. This would allow us to know exactly what state each of the 
features was in before and after each work session. Finally, test-driven development is 
generally considered a good software-building practice, and using it in this project would help 
our programming team gain valuable experience with it. 
Our plan was to use Unity Test Tools with a guide on testing in Unity (Tal) to help us 
write the unit tests that would drive our development. However, as we began development of 
our prototype, we started running into problems with test-driven development. All prefabs in 
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Unity fall under the same class, and it was difficult to differentiate them for the purposes of our 
unit testing. Monodevelop (the development environment that we wrote our scripts and tests 
in) was also very resistant to writing tests for classes that didn’t exist yet, or tests that would 
fail. We spent several hours in work sessions trying to write tests, and coming out with very 
few, none of which tested anything useful. 
              Eventually, after a week or two of very little progress, we searched the Internet for 
guides on how to use test-driven development with Unity. We could not find any such guides. 
We found a few posts on message boards asking the same questions that we had, and the 
general consensus of the answers were that using test-driven development with Unity in its 
current state would require a mock version of the Unity engine just for testing. We knew that 
building such a mock engine, in addition to building Tetrageddon would be far beyond the 
scope of our project. Because of this, we decided to stop using test-driven development. 
As we were about to build our first prototype, we realized that the asymmetric 
gameplay of Tetrageddon calls for essentially two different sets of game mechanics to interact 
in the same space. Because we had two engineers on the team, we decided to work on the 
Tetris-like and platforming mechanics separately, and then integrate the two mechanics 
together. Anthony worked on the platforming, and Brittany worked on the Tetris mechanic. 
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Figure 11: Tetrageddon play test in Unity. 
 
Tetris Prototype 
              Every block asset in Tetrageddon is 64 by 64 pixels. In Unity’s 2D engine, each space of 
the coordinate grid is 100 pixels wide and tall, so to make the Tetris blocks snap to a grid would 
mean each block would move in increments of 0.64 on Unity’s grid. Instead, to make the 
coordinates easier to work with, we scaled up every object in Tetrageddon by 1.5625 (which is 
100 divided by 64) vertically and horizontally. We then widened the view of the game camera 
accordingly, to allow the game to remain visually unchanged. This ended up making several of 
the mechanics easier to implement. 
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              Scaling up the size of the game made creation of the BoardHandler much easier. The 
BoardHandler contains a representation of the Tetris blocks on the board, and handles the 
majority of the Tetris mechanics, including collision detection between blocks, row clearing, 
item spawning, and crushing the robot player. The BoardHandler has two arrays for keeping 
track of the game board, and each array has a space for every position that a block could 
occupy. The board array simply has an integer in each square; 0 for empty, 1 for a block that’s 
not yet solid (mainly so that in the case of two Blockmasters playing in the same area at the 
same time, functionality could be added to keep them from overlapping), and 2 for a block that 
is solid. This array makes it fairly simple to deal with block collision and detecting when to clear 
rows. The physical board array keeps a reference to every block object that has been clamped 
into place.  This array is to allow for the blocks to be deleted when they are cleared away. The 
idea for using arrays to detect collisions came from this tutorial: 
http://unityplus.blogspot.com/2014/06/tetris-game-tutorial-part-1.html . 
              Scaling the objects up meant that any block’s position in the board array could be found 
by rounding the block’s position down to an integer. This made it extremely simple to convert 
between a block’s position in the game world, and its position in the BoardHandler. 
              The rotation of clusters was done using Unity’s built-in rotation. The cluster object 
would get rotated in one direction, and then the updated positions of the blocks would be 
checked against the BoardHandler to see if the cluster could actually rotate into that space. 
              In the beginning of the development process, our projected scope for Tetrageddon was 
very large. One of the features that we were considering was a mode where multiple 
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Blockmasters (players using Tetris mechanics) would be playing on the same field at the same 
time. The Tetris mechanics were all implemented with this eventual goal in mind, so that as few 
adjustments as possible would need to be made once work began on new modes. 
The first thing built with this in mind was the TetrisCharacterController. This game 
object’s purpose is to act as the Blockmaster’s avatar in the game. However, the object itself 
does nothing but exist in a given spot. The TetrisCharacterController’s child object, the 
ClusterMover, is the object that actually interacts with the rest of the game. When it is done 
dropping its blocks, it is moved back to the position of the TetrisCharacterController. This allows 
different Blockmasters to have different spawn points on the map, and allows those spawn 
points to be moved around in the Unity Scene Editor without editing any scripts or variables. 
             Tetrageddon has seven different arrangements of blocks into clusters. Initially for testing 
purposes, each of these clusters was made into its own prefab. However, due to the way special 
blocks were planned to work, these prefabs were quickly scrapped in favor of a single, more 
general cluster prefab. Each block on the cluster would have a chance of spawning as a special 
block, and this had the potential to make the total number of prefabs very unwieldy. Instead, 
we opted to have each cluster generate its shape and blocks upon creation (and then later upon 
being shown in the preview display). This allowed us to later remove special blocks without 
difficulty. 
When the platforming and Tetris mechanics were merged, issues were to be expected. 
However, there was only one significant problem: while the Tetris player would be moving non-
solid blocks, the platforming player could jump continuously through the non-solid blocks (and, 
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consequently, much higher than normal). This was because the platforming player would check 
whether or not it could jump by checking if there were any objects in the block layer under the 
character, and even the non-solid blocks were part of this layer. This bug was fixed by putting 
the non-solid block objects onto the character layer, and changing them to the block layer once 
they were solidly in place and detached from the TetrisCharacterController. 
Controller Support 
             We knew from the beginning of the project that we wanted Tetrageddon to be played 
primarily on controllers. Because of this, we researched controller support for Unity before 
starting development. We found that Unity has built-in controller support based on input axes, 
which can also be used for keyboard controls. Because we did this initial research, we used 
input axes for the input of our initial prototype, and continued using them as development 
progressed. Then, when we decided to do our first formal playtesting, we were able to get USB 
controllers working without altering any game code. 
              However, we soon found out that both controllers could technically control both 
characters at the same time. Once we discovered this, we made more adjustments with Unity’s 
input axes to fix this problem. 
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Production and Communication 
To coordinate and back up our work, we used Mercurial (Hg) version-control software. 
Some team members had previous experience managing projects using Git, but Hg offered 
enough simplicity for us to feel confident teaching it to members who had no experience with 
version control. Unlike Git, remote Hg repositories cannot be hosted on Github, but they can be 
hosted on BitBucket. Since our team had less than five members, we were able to commit our 
project to a remote Hg repository on BitBucket for free. Hg is also compatible with SourceTree, 
a graphic interface for version-control systems. This made it even easier to get all team 
members up to speed with managing our project in Hg because we didn’t need to teach anyone 
how to use a command-line interface. Before A-term began, we had been storing project-
related files in a Dropbox folder, but it became much easier to find the latest versions of all files 
once the whole team was using our Hg repository. 
We committed work to the Hg repository more actively once we began development of 
the game in the Unity engine. Since the last project we had managed using version control 
consisted mostly of source code written in Java, using Hg to manage a game developed in a 
commercial engine presented some new challenges. The process of committing changes to C# 
scripts worked the way we expected it to, but those were just one of many types of files that 
would be changed within the Unity project. Not all files in a Unity project need to be backed up 
using source control, and having Hg track changes to files that do not need to be in sync (such 
as those for a user’s preferred layout in the Unity editor) can create problems when these files 
conflict with each other between users. 
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To deal with this, we found out which files we would need to track with source control 
and put the rest into the .hgignore file in our Hg repository (this can be done in a similar way 
using the .gitignore file in a Git repository). The most important files to back up are those in the 
Assets folder within the project. Each asset's corresponding .meta file also must be in sync as 
the project progresses, or else the Unity editor may lose track of the states of assets when a 
developer pulls changes made by another developer. Other types of files went into the 
.hgignore file. 
A somewhat obscure, yet highly practical feature of Hg is the rollback command. This 
command can be used to revoke a commit that has just been made locally. This is useful for 
occasions when one makes a commit and immediately sees they have made a simple error, 
such as forgetting to add a newly created file to source control. A developer in this situation can 
undo the commit with hg rollback, correct the error, and commit again, preventing small 
mistakes from cluttering the project's version history. One important thing to keep in mind is 
that hg rollback cannot remove a commit that has been pushed to the remote repository, so 
developers are cautioned to make sure they are satisfied with their changes before pushing 
them to where the rest of the team may access them. 
We used Trello, a team-oriented online task-management system, to track progress on 
general project-related tasks. The interface easily let us indicate the priority of each task, report 
and comment on progress, and assign tasks to specific team members. We made different lists 
on our Trello board to separate different categories of tasks (including one list that served as 
our issue tracker. At least one of us took advantage of Trello's mobile app to check on tasks 
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from a smartphone. While the team did not consistently update the Trello board throughout 
the project, it served as a useful reference point when we were not sure what to work on next.  
Instead of email, we used a team communication platform called Slack for 
communication we could not conduct in person. Slack includes integrations for BitBucket, 
Dropbox, and Trello, allowing us to view and search for all our information and correspondence 
in one place. It can be used in an internet browser or within its desktop or mobile apps, making 
it reliable in situations where one's browser or phone may not be immediately usable. Slack was 
most useful for checking meeting details, automatically notifying us of the latest progress, and 
keeping a clear record of our overall activity.  
Designing and balancing mechanics  
Jayson started with the foundation for Tetrageddon’s mechanics and goals for features 
and systems to be incorporated in the game: Two players with two different playstyles, special 
blocks, items, playing field, win and loss conditions, Robot player’s abilities, speed of the Robot 
and blocks being dropped, alternative modes, and dynamic sound. Jayson set a massive number 
of potential goals to reach during the development of the game, and some of those wound up 
working out well, but other ideas eventually had to be cut.  
When Jayson started to flesh out the concepts for Tetrageddon, he thought about 
various ways to work around the foundation and make alternative modes beyond the base 
arcade mode for the game. The first mode he considered adding was Frenzy, which takes the 
normal game and allows players to add additional Blockmasters and Robots to the match. 
Heads to Head mode was conceived after as a way to make the game go beyond two-player, 
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and pit teams against each other to see which duo was best. Destruction mode stretches out 
the field to better fit the scope of the action, where there are two teams of two trying to 
eliminate each other on the same battlefield.  
Trucebreaker forgoes the game’s original co-operative play focus and makes the puzzle 
master attempt to kill the Robot player, who must survive for an allotted amount of time. 
Puzzle mode breaks the mold by making the puzzle master and robot solve preplanned, timed 
puzzles using a rigged suite of blocks and items.  
Once Jayson thought of all the different modes, he started to try calculating field sizes 
for the game that could work generally for all the modes or individual modes. The initial idea 
was 12x16 blocks, but that would up having very small blocks with little room to display 
information on the Special Blocks. It also took a while for the Blockmaster to have the option to 
clear a row due to its greater length than an average Tetris game. Instead, Jayson went into 
Photoshop and made a blank canvas at 1920x1080 pixels and tried fitting grids of 32x32, 48x48, 
and 64x64 blocks onto the canvas. Jayson calculated that about 15 64x64 blocks could fit into a 
column and be an acceptable size for the screen’s ceiling, and the 64x64 blocks allotted a lot of 
space for displaying information on special blocks. For the width of the field, Jayson decided on 
10 blocks wide because it was taking too much time to fill rows of 12 blocks, and holes 
appearing in rows were more difficult to deal with. Meanwhile, sizes smaller than 10 blocks 
wide however proved too easy to clear and the screen filled up too fast on paper tests.  
The Special Blocks were designed as a major gameplay feature to spice up the action 
and make the game go beyond navigating a field of platforms for the Robot player, and give the 
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team of the Robot and Blockmaster an element to plan around. Special Blocks were designed 
that could aid the players and make the game harder for them depending on what they were. 
Over a dozen of these were conceived initially.  
In addition to designing all of the special blocks and making art assets for all of them, 
Jayson created calculations for the spawn rates of special blocks and conditional modifiers that 
adjust what special blocks can spawn when and what conditions can increase/decrease the 
spawn rates of various special blocks. Some examples of these spawn conditions are “Only if 
there are no other blocks of this time”, “Only if a minute has passed in game”, “Only if there are 
no other special blocks”, “Double chance of spawn if there are Laser Blocks in play”, “Tripled 
chance of spawn if the highest block is in the 10th row or above”, and “Half chance if the Robot 
has 1 life left”.  
Jayson also created a series of 10 items for the game to give the players an objective to 
reach together and an obstacle to avoid. Items would cause the team to lose a life if the 
Blockmaster crushes it. (The fact they could easily be accidentally crushed when the 
Blockmaster is controlling clusters is what lead to the creation of the system of blocks phasing 
into existence.) The items would reward the team for good work together by giving them 
various benefits to aid with getting the highest score possible. And just like special blocks, they 
had special spawn logic given to them as well. There was a 5% chance any item would spawn on 
top of a block when it is formed. Items the team has already obtained would be removed from 
the drop table until the team has gotten each item in that rotation through the item list once.  
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The initial point system was to give the players 2000 points for every item collected, 500 
points for clearing one row of blocks, 1250 for two rows, 2250 for three, and 4000 for four. 
Coins were not an element in the initial version of the game, so the Robot could only earn 
points through collecting items. Coins were eventually added to the game the give the Robot 
player more to do, but by that point items were removed from the game entirely, so that 
became the Robot’s sole method of earning points. Eventually, the Robot was given the Deleter 
weapon, which allowed him to earn points in a second way. However, the Blockmaster retains 
their one main method to earn points because there’s no reason for that player to earn points 
in other ways.  
When we were figuring out how to handle Robot player’s re-spawns, Jayson 
contemplated a few ideas. The first was to have the Robot player pick a column with a 3 second 
timer, and then have that player drop down to the highest exposed block in the column. 
However, player would be able to accidentally drop themselves on dangerous blocks if they 
misjudged the timing and planning, so that idea was axed. The next idea was to have the 
Blockmaster drop the player in a “Spawn Pod” as their next block, but a poor teammate could 
easily just drop the Robot player into certain death. Another rejected idea was to let the Robot 
player drop their own spawn pad into the position of their choice, with the same controls and 
rules that normal blocks have (non-existent until placed). However, for simplicity and fast 
recovery and return to action, we decided to have the Robot drop down from the top center of 
the screen. They can control their movement mid-air to determine the location from which they 
will resume the action. This option makes it hard to the Blockmaster to get an easy kill during 
the spawn sequence.  
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Changing scope  
   We initially had some very large targets for the scope of Tetrageddon, in terms of the 
number of game modes that could be completed and the amount of options that would be 
implemented in time for release. Jayson’s original targets included five game modes, and the 
option to play the game on multiple platforms (PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC, Wii U). 
Jayson planned on working on dynamic background music to work with the game to increase 
the “pressure” present in the game’s board state, and he also planned to create alternate 
characters and skins for the game for players to use. However, time constraints for 
programming, recording and composing audio, and creating art assets caused Jayson to cut a 
lot of these goals for the final product.  
  When working on the behaviors and properties of blocks, Jayson came up with a series 
of thoughts anticipating the potential problems with having the blocks exist as solid objects 
during the placement process. He thought on multiple solutions to the dilemma in an attempt 
to figure out how to stop a number of abusive playing strategies, accidental teammate betrayal, 
destroying items too easily, and other serious issues that could arise.  
  The first problems that needed to be addressed with the block placement process were 
that the blocks being placed could crush players too easily. If a block was a fair distance above 
the player and then suddenly rotated and made to overlap the Robot player, they would die 
instantly. For similar reasons, blocks could be used to shield Robots from projectiles that could 
otherwise kill them. This is a feature that we thought about keeping, but it ultimately mitigated 
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the threat of certain special blocks to too great of a degree. Third, Robots could “ride” blocks 
being placed and use them to cross dangerous field states that they would normally have no 
business working their way past. Finally, because the blocks were physical and could crush 
Robots, they could crush items just as easily, which made it hard to place blocks under items to 
help the Robot player reach them.  
  The solution Jayson came up with was to have the blocks “not exist” when they are 
being placed. Blocks being placed are slightly transparent to show that they do not count as 
part of the game yet. When they are put into place, there is a short delay marked by the blocks 
flashing white three times, with sound cues to let the players know when the block will turn 
from non-existent to solid. If anything is overlapping with the block when it turns solid, it is 
destroyed at that instant.  
  When working on compositions for the game, Jayson tried to make audio tracks from 
the ground up with MIDI composition. He wanted to create a looping background track to play 
through the game that intensifies when the number of blocks passes a certain quantity, and 
reduces intensity again when they get back under that par. He also wanted to write a “Player 
Destroyed” and “Game Over” sound that he could integrate with the audio track. The way he 
initially visualized it was to write multiple 2-3 minute songs, and have the game automatically 
crossfade/transition to the same point on the track on a different track when the game tells it 
to change the song playing, with a minor increase/decrease in volume (plotted on a curve to 
transition in/out of the change in track) to help with the intensity.  
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 Unfortunately, a lot of these systems and ideas were dropped or changed over time to fit the 
progression of the game’s development and the readjusted scope and features of the game.   
Original block types  
  Jayson original idea was to have the blocks be simple and clean, so they wouldn’t be too 
distracting when put next to the more relevant special blocks, but to have a large degree of pop 
against the game’s background. He made the basic blocks for the game (all blocks without 
special properties) with vibrant colors and de-saturated variants to stand out against the 
game’s dark background, as well as a few alternate shades of gray that the background did not 
use. He protruded the blocks outwards by making four triangles pointing towards the center, 
and using gradient shading to imply depth to the blocks. This protrusion method was used in 
almost all of the blocks in the game to give some degree of uniformity to the design of the 
blocks.  
When it came to designing the art for the special blocks, Jayson had to make sure that 
he did three particular things while creating the assets:  
1) Give the block a distinct and unique design that is not shared with another block or too similar 
to another block. Add features like panels, lights, adjusted borders, decals, markings, 
mechanical parts that no basic block incorporates in its design to show that the hazard is truly 
unique compared to the normal blocks.  
2) The special blocks should have diverse palettes that are unique from each other.  
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3) Each special block should have an animated component. This can mean that the block has an 
animated sprite sheet, a display that shows a timer, or that the block generates particle effects.   
Jayson started the special block assets by creating the Ice Block, which he considered to 
be the simplest one to make conceptually. He settled on a light blue block that stood out as a 
unique color among blocks to begin with. And to give it an animated feature to help it pop, 
Jayson decided that it should generate a small quantity of sparkles to show that the material is 
made of something that a normal block isn’t. Most people who viewed the Ice Blocks were able 
to quickly figure out what they were without even interacting with them, that being that they 
cause the Robot to slide when it walks on them.  
The Rust Block conceptually seemed really simple to design: Take a steel/metal colored 
block and thoroughly rust it to be a dark brown shade and look heavily aged. Jayson focused on 
darkening the edges to show the heaviest degree of rust there and have the effect creep 
towards the center but lose strength, to show that the block is still rusting further. Because of 
the nature of rusted metal and the function of the block, there was no real call to have the 
block be animated in any real way, and the design of it clearly gives away that it a special type 
of block. The Rust Block would break off from cluster automatically if it hangs over ledges, 
falling immediately in an effort to crush the Robot.  
The next block Jayson designed was the first block with a display panel, the Launch 
Block. His initial concept was to launch a platform into the air under the Robot player to work 
like a rocket powered elevator. However, this concept was scrapped because it could crush the 
player between two blocks by itself, and if the Robot somehow got under a launched platform 
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as it fell down, it could crush the player that way too. Launch Blocks were designed with 
intention to have a block that was almost strictly beneficial to the players, so crushing was 
something that Jayson wanted to keep off the table. The Launch Block was instead designed 
with a magnetic plate of the opposite polarity of the Robot’s metal to hurl the Robots three 
times as high as they normally would when they jump off them or land on them. To hint at this 
effect, Jayson made an upwards arrow showing on the display panel, and added warning tape 
around the edges of the block and red lights, to make it seem like a launch pad for a rocket, or 
what some people may envision one to look like.  
TNT Blocks are meant to be a very clear and understandable type of hazard. Jayson’s 
initial concept was to have a series of TNT stacks to depict the TNT block since the game would 
have an odd sense of scale if a collection of TNT sticks was bigger than the Robot character. So 
the TNT block features a series of blocks full of TNT welded together, with wires like a bomb 
connecting to the timer display. To further drive the point home and make the repeating TNT 
stick design less repetitive, Jayson covered parts of the block with warning tape, which also 
helped to give the block a very unique look and make it stand out on the playing field. The TNT 
blocks detonate 3 seconds after they enter play, destroying a 3x3 block radius around them. 
Barrier Blocks presented the first case where Jayson had to make a transparent block 
design, since the Robot player needs to be able to go “through” or “behind” Barrier Blocks. The 
first obvious change to the typical formula was to make the block clear, and a lighter color so as 
to show clearly on the dark background of the playing field, and to lighten the player when they 
stand behind it, but with transparency high enough that they player wouldn’t get lost behind 
the block easily. One noticeable change Jayson added from the normal appearance of blocks for 
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the Barrier Block was to make the outline of the block white instead of black, to show that it 
clearly has different properties than normal blocks. The Barrier Block can have blocks stacked 
on top of it and destroys lasers and other projectiles and hazards that collide with it.  
The second block that features transparency in its design is the Phase Block. There 
needed to be a Phased In and Phased Out variations for this block, so Jayson decided to make 
one transparent and grayed out version of the block, and another solid-colored block that 
shows physical properties more clearly, with a panel in the center to show that the block will 
change state after a set period. The Phase Block alternates existing and not existing every three 
seconds, crushing the Robot if it starts to exist while it is standing inside of it.  
Working on the Launch Block gave Jayson several design ideas to implement in designing 
the appearance of the Magnetic Block. The basic features people identify when they think of a 
typical magnet is a horseshoe shaped magnet with red and blue tips for the north and south 
poles. The design of a magnet was placed in the center panel, and both red and blue lights were 
added to the corners. In addition, the Magnetic Block is the only block to feature a dual color 
scheme for its main base which shows both red and blue, as well as wires connecting to the 
gray metal edges of the block.  
While designing the Hover Block, Jayson initially went in with the concept to have a 
propeller on the bottom to hold the surface above it in the air. However that would be weird if 
the Robot player collided with it, so he decided to design it instead like a cube with green 
frames, a thick wire mesh to fill in the gap, and fans inside to keep it airborne. When designing 
the fans, Jayson tried a few shapes for the blades and effects on the blades themselves to make 
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a cool-looking effect with the motion blur from the spinning. The first attempt was used 
glowing green edges, but they detracted too much from the rest of the blades, and the green 
trails looked weird through the mesh layers. Jayson tried adjusting the nature of the trails and 
the designs of the edges before he decided to make the design just plain blades, which worked 
out well. He also experimented with 3 different types of mesh, with varying patterns and 
opacity settings, but eventually settled on one layer above the fan blades, and one layer behind 
it that were both partially transparent. Clusters with Hover Blocks in them can be placed 
remotely regardless of whether or not they are on top of blocks by pressing and holding up.  
  The Anti-Tetra Block is intended to look intimidating and destructive, while also warning 
against certain behaviors towards it. However, it was decided that these blocks should also 
have the capacity to catch players off guard the first time they encounter them with their 
destructive power. To show a degree of warning, the red X design was implemented and 
extended onto the display panel as well. The near-black design is even darker than the grays of 
the background, making it stand out in a very different way than other blocks with its eye- 
catching red glow. The Anti-Tetra Block explodes in an X pattern when the row it is in is cleared.  
  Laser Blocks needed clear features in order to convey to the player, “Oh this probably 
shoots something that will kill me.” To be completely clear that it is a laser that will eviscerate 
the Robot on contact, and not a projectile that will only trigger if the Robot hits it, the Laser 
Block uses a sci-fi cliché red glowing sphere at the end of a rod, combined with the timer 
display, red warning lights, and a very obvious label that reads “Science Ray!” The design is 
dummy-proof and makes it clear what it does at a glance.  
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  Shock Blocks offer a unique threat in that they fires projectiles in all four cardinal 
directions and directly impact the way the Blockmaster plays the game. To convey the fact that 
the block shoots in four directions, Jayson added forks with electrical currents to the block in 
each direction, made the block metal, and added lightning displays next to the timer display. 
The frame was also turned yellow, and yellow lights were added to strengthen the electrical 
theme more and convey a message of “this shoots lightning” as clearly as possible. The Shock 
Block’s projectiles are fired every 9 seconds. They freeze the Robot on contact, depleting the 
cool-down meter for the Deleter, and accelerate the rate at which the Blockmaster drops blocks 
for 6 seconds.  
  The Force Block creates two force waves every 6 seconds that push players backwards 
and knocks them off of ledges. Jayson added clear indicators in the base design by making them 
look like walls pushing in opposite directions, implying that they could project walls to the sides 
that push players.  
  The Kill Block was the last block to be created by Jayson, which he saved for last because 
lightning presents an odd case in art. In Jayson’s words, “Both fire and lightning are random in 
how they look, but naturally random. People have a preconceived idea for what they should 
look like at their core. When you animate it has to be random, but there are things such as ‘Too 
random’ and ‘Not random’ enough when it comes to making it.” As a result, the Kill Block alone 
took Jayson more time than any other type of block since it had to be animated to really pop 
and read as “deadly”. The lightning arcs towards the core in the center and the energy 
constantly shifts colors as well in a loop. Jayson also added lightning particles to randomly be 
generated by the block to help with the natural randomness and hide some of the looping that 
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occurs with the block. The Kill Block was actually a re-skin of the previously existing Buzzsaw 
Block, which functioned in the same way but was replaced because it was the only non-Block 
hazard. The block will instantly destroy the Robot if it touches it.  
  
Figure 12: Original lineup of Tetrageddon blocks.  
  Each block is designed to have unique attributes and impacts on the game and must be 
approached in different ways. Some are more threatening than others and only a few works as 
positives for the players, but they all work towards to goal of diversifying the gameplay 
experience.   
Removed and edited block types  
  Missile Blocks were the first to be cut from Tetrageddon, due to the effort it would take 
to make them, and how slim of a threat they really presented in the game. They fired rockets 
straight upwards after a delay that would come crashing down after a delay after they hit the 
top of the screen, blowing up Robots and/or the block they hit. A player could just cover the top 
of a missile block with any other block to stop them from doing anything. The threat they 
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presented was minimal, because it was so easy to sidestep the missiles, and they would never 
hit a block if they hit a “ceiling” above them.  
Crush Blocks were next on the chopping block due to several factors. They initially 
moved up and down to the highest/lowest point they could reach after a delay, crushing any 
Robots caught between them and another surface. However, they caused major implications 
with placing blocks, since they could move around while the Blockmaster is trying to place 
blocks of his own. In addition, they proved to be a lackluster threat, since they were extremely 
predictable and hit very remote areas.  
The Guillotine Block was the first odd choice to be cut from the game. On paper, the 
idea to have a block that hits a sweeping area around itself over time seemed fine. However, 
there are many cases where a dropping guillotine block could have a very hard-to-read hit box 
that resulted in player deaths since they couldn’t react quickly enough to the sudden jump in 
the blade’s positioning. Other lethal blocks also proved to be more efficient in threatening 
players, such as TNT and Anti-Tetra blocks. In addition, many people claimed that the guillotine 
caused a style clash, since the guillotine is a relatively primitive weapon for the high-tech 
environment the rest of the blocks suggest. Jayson briefly considered the idea of a “Spark 
Block” which made a ball of lightning that circled around it to fix the sudden dropping issue, but 
would require some strong logic to ensure it follows the right path and it didn’t seem like it 
would be worth the effort to make it.  
After thinking about the style clash caused by the guillotine, Jayson eventually decided 
to make the Kill Block. This was originally a buzz saw floating in place that would destroy the 
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player on contact. Functionally the block never changed, but the design saw a radical shift to 
better fit the game’s visual style.  
In their initial build, Shockwave Blocks fired in all four directions, pushing Robots into 
the air or towards the ground. However the downwards projectiles basically just limited 
jumping abilities in small windows of time and very rarely actually threatened the player, and 
the upwards version felt like a projectile version of a launch block, so we redesigned them to 
only fire left and right.  
The opposite was true for Shock Blocks, which initially only fired left and right, but now 
fire in all four directions because their effect is much more relevant and less situational than the 
upwards and downwards shockwaves. In addition, Jayson contemplated having the shock 
blocks send an electrical discharge in a circle around them when they activate each time to also 
induce the stun state. This idea was dropped from the equation since it started to become 
excessive for the block and the threat it would present.  
Rifts were changed a lot before they even made their way into the game’s code, due to 
the number of options and problems with each option that was considered. The original 
concept was to have them as doorways that appear on top of blocks that connect to other rifts. 
However that caused numerous issues. One was that it was hard to broadcast them when 
placing blocks unless they took the place of a block in the sequence and had logic that dictates 
that there must be a block under them for players to stand out. Then it would hard to use the 
rift if the block under it were cleared and it were dropped on a hazard like a Kill Block. 
Additionally, if all the remaining rifts were removed, the last rift would sit there and do nothing 
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to the game whatsoever. The next (and final) design had a few problems initially, but those 
problems were fixed due to mechanical changes. Rifts in their existing state send the Robot 
player to a random empty space when they make contact. The problem that existed was the 
concept of fall damage in earlier parts of the design cycle, which would make it possible to hit a 
rift and then fall to instant guaranteed death. However, with fall damage removed from the 
game’s concepts and mechanics, this variation of rifts wound up being the winning version.  
The original concept for Magnetic Blocks was to have them slow down the Robot 
player’s movement when moving away from them if they were within the field of influence. 
This would mean a few things: It if players were to try to walk away from a Magnetic Block that 
is a “Wall” next to them, they would slow down; if players were to jump off one, they would 
lose speed, resulting in a shortened jump with more “Weight”; and when jumping into one as a 
“Ceiling”, the Robot would descend more slowly. On paper those effects seem fairly valid, but 
they aren’t very relevant or threatening in a game without the addition of other blocks that 
interfere with the player. Therefore, their function was rewritten, from having a small area of 
influence to affecting the entire row and column that they occupy, provided that there are no 
blocks in their way. Robots in the same row as a Magnetic Block are slowly pulled towards it, 
the strength of the effect being based on how close they are to the block. The same applies for 
columns, and Robots under a Magnetic block will even be lifted off the ground like they are 
being abducted by a UFO. Due to hit boxes, you cannot be influenced by both the column and 
row effects of a Magnetic Block simultaneously by one block alone.  
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Items 
The items of Tetrageddon are designed to give the Robot player a toolkit of options to 
respond to varying situations presented by Special Blocks and the natural progression of blocks 
working their way to the top of the screen. The items provide ways to neutralize special blocks, 
create beneficial special blocks, remove existing blocks, modify the behaviors of the Robot, and 
to restore lives. The effects of all of the items are as follows:  
 
The Cross Crystal destroys all blocks in an X pattern, with the center of the X being the  
Robot player’s position when the item is used.  
 
The Explosive Emerald destroys all blocks in a 3x3 radius, with the center of the explosion being 
the Robot’s position when the item is used.  
 
The Guard Garnet makes the Robot immune to hazards for 10 seconds and causes blocks that 
phase in on it to be destroyed.  
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The Heart Gem instantly gives the players an extra life when it is collected.  
 
The Reset Rock turns all special blocks into Basic Blocks.  
 
The Sky Stone allows the Robot to double jump until its next life.  
 
The Speed Star makes the Robot move 50% faster until its next life.  
 
The Teleporting Topaz lets the Robot force himself to re-spawn instantly.  
 
The Safety Sphere converts the space the Robot occupies and the two adjacent to it into  
 
The Enigma Orb randomly gives the players one item and uses it instantly. It is always the last to 
spawn in an item cycle.  
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  These items gave the Robot an objective to constantly work towards in addition to 
general survival and allowed the players to interact with the game in different ways each run 
due to the random spawn behavior and selection of items.   
The Deleter  
  The Deleter is an electrical device that sticks to blocks removes them from the playing 
field. The Robot has a mechanism that allows it to generate these objects every 10 seconds, 
minus 1 second for each coin it collects. This projectile can be fired left, right or upward, and 
travels until it hits any block or the wall. On contact, it plays the Deletion animation and 
eventually removes the block from the field.  
  The Deleter feature was added when we realized how often the Blockmaster tries to 
trap the Robot to eliminate them from the game. The Deleter is effectively the Robot’s tool for 
escaping from corners and otherwise doomed situations. When it came to deciding how to 
balance it, we agreed that it needed a cool down meter to prevent spam and abuse that would 
tilt the balance of power in favor of the Robot player in competitive situations, and that the 
Robot shouldn’t be able to aim down with it and create a camping hole for himself at the 
bottom of the screen.  
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First public test and turning points  
We brought a prototype of our game to the B-term Showfest event on December 11, 
2014. We ran our prototype within the Unity editor and plugged two Xbox 360 controllers into a 
laptop for testers to use. We had not prepared a survey, so we took our own notes from 
observing players as they played. 
Our prototype had been developed enough that players could play a full game using 
both the Tetris and platforming mechanics. The robot could run, jump, shoot and collect coins, 
and the block master could drop blocks, rotate them clockwise, and clear lines. Our prototype 
lacked a menu interface, score display and sound. The robot was not able to jump off of walls at 
the beginning of the test session, but we were able to add and test the feature before the end 
of the session. 
In addition to finding unexpected bugs, we hoped to see what strategies players would 
use to play and find out if they enjoyed the core game. When testing versions of Tetrageddon 
before the robot could shoot blocks or wall-jump, we found that it was easy for the robot to 
become trapped and unable to take any meaningful action. We wanted to see how well 
shooting and wall-jumping addressed this problem. We were also interested in seeing if each 
player had enough to do during a game and seeing if players tended toward cooperative or 
competitive play. 
Most players immediately had to ask what the goal of the game was, especially those 
who played as the robot. Players were more likely to sabotage each other than to cooperate, 
though they noted that there was no apparent incentive for either choice. The robot had little 
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reason to go after coins, and when all the coins had been collected or had become inaccessible, 
the robot had nothing to do. 
Once it was implemented in our prototype, wall-jumping proved highly beneficial to the 
game experience. Before wall-jumping had been added to our prototype, at least one player 
asked if it was a feature of the game, reinforcing our idea that it would be a natural addition. 
Our early implementation of wall-jumping was unintuitive to control, but players nevertheless 
made constant attempts to perform wall-jumps since they encountered so many situations 
where it was vital to their success. 
We made one interesting observation before wall-jumping was added to our prototype. 
One pair of players played cooperatively, with the block master creating stairs that the robot 
could use to gather more coins. Once wall-jumping was part of the game, the robot usually 
needed no such assistance to reach high places. Thus, there may be potential for a more 
cooperative experience if wall-jumping was removed; we may not have seen this potential if 
wall-jumping had already been implemented from the beginning of the test session. We 
ultimately decided to design the game primarily around competitive play, but we leave this 
note here to remind future project teams how much can be discovered from testing, even 
during early stages of development. 
When a player controlling the robot became trapped in a small space, we told them that 
the robot could shoot to clear a way out one block at a time. Clearing a path to freedom took 
some time, but this ability effectively eliminated the possibility that the robot could get stuck 
with nothing to do if the Blockmaster buried them under a pile of blocks without actually 
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crushing them. We were told that the robot’s projectile was somewhat difficult to see unless 
one was looking for it. 
The Blockmaster’s controls were more limited than the controls of a real game of Tetris, 
which caused some difficulties. Since the blocks did not descend at a faster rate as the game 
progressed, players had little need to rotate blocks in more than one direction. However, the 
only way to make a block fall faster than it did automatically was to repeatedly tap downward. 
Players quickly grew tired of this and requested the ability to perform soft and hard drops as is 
possible in most modern iterations of Tetris. 
Our prototype had numerous technical issues that we already knew about; the test 
session helped we identify the ones that players found most disruptive. Players were most 
confused by a glitch that allowed more than one block to be placed in the same spot, after 
which the space could not be cleared. There were also many situations where the robot would 
get caught on parts of the environment, making precise control more difficult. The Robot’s 
projectile also had an issue: if fired at a block point-blank, it would instead destroy the block 
directly below the intended target. We made solving these problems a higher priority than the 
less severe ones. 
Our main conclusion from testing was that our game needed a more clearly-defined 
objective. At the beginning of each game, the Robot could be frequently threatened by the 
Blockmaster, but once the Robot could not be reached with more blocks, there was little 
motivation for the players to interact or for the Robot to make the effort of climbing up to a 
more dangerous area. Since coins tended to appear near the top of a pile of blocks, where the 
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Blockmaster could pose more of a danger to the Robot, we planned to design a scoring system 
to emphasize the collection of coins. This way, the player controlling the Robot has a reason to 
climb higher up, where there is a greater risk of being crushed.  
From cooperative to competitive  
  Everyone who tested Tetrageddon the Blockmaster seemed to try killing their teammate 
the moment they realized that they could. They saw far more enjoyment in trying to kill the 
other player and trying to trick the other player into filling up the screen than in working 
together to earn points. As such, we decided to make the swap from cooperative to competitive 
play.  
  The first design change to help with the transition was to remove lives from the 
equation, and to change the goal to see who could earn more points within a limited time. This 
was based on the feedback that the Robot could easily “camp” in the bottom corners of the 
screen where the Blockmaster was unable to crush them, and wait until the Blockmaster kills 
himself for an easy win. Coins spawn on top of blocks, so the Robot has to endanger itself in 
order to earn the points needed to win. To increase the degree of challenge that the players can 
present to each other as well, the cool down meter for the Robot’s Deleter was given the ability 
to cool down faster by getting coins, and the number of white flashes before blocks phase into 
existence was reduced from three to one, giving the Robot about 1.5-2 seconds to evade the 
block instead of 3-4.  
  Now that the win condition was points, we had to remove hard loss conditions: the 
blocks reaching the top of the screen, and the Robot player being crushed. Now when blocks 
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reach the top of the screen, a large number of blocks are deleted, and the Blockmaster loses 
25% of their points. If the Robot player is crushed, they lose 25% of their points and must wait 
three seconds to spawn back into the game by falling in from the top of the screen. This causes 
players to be punished for poor play/mistakes, but also makes it pretty safe to make mistakes 
early on because the penalty scales based on how many points the players have when they fill 
up or get crushed.   
Removal of blocks and items  
During the development cycle of most games, ideas can wind up being discarded due to 
various issues. Tetrageddon was no exception, as we decided to remove special blocks and 
items entirely in the wake of the first public test and after re-evaluating how much time we had 
left to finish the game. It was a very tough decision to completely remove two core features 
that would heavily impact the way the game is played, but we had a few additional reasons 
beyond time constraints that led to our final verdict on the matter.  
The first factor was that, with the shift from cooperative to strictly competitive, Special 
Blocks (aside from the Barrier and Launch Block) became detrimental to the Robot player and 
tipped the scales in favor of the Blockmaster. It was argued that the Special Blocks are 
manageable because the Deleter could keep them in check, but the Robot does not always have 
it ready, and in the time he fires it once, the Blockmaster could get numerous Special Blocks if 
they dropped their clusters quickly.  
The second factor was that items could only really benefit the Robot player, and some of 
them lost purpose with special blocks removed from the equation. The Reset Rock and Safety 
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Sphere couldn’t be used anymore, the Guard Garnet only stops crushing which wasn’t too 
helpful, the Teleporting Topaz was near useless, the Speed Star and Sky Stone were far too 
powerful, the Exploding Emerald and Cross Crystal were also very one-sided in favor of the 
Robot, and lives no longer exist, so the Heart Gem does nothing.  
The last factor was the trial by fire nature of items, since the game can’t take time to 
explain items when they are picked up. It wasn’t something we initially thought about, but later 
realized would confuse players. Without explanation, each player will waste a few items, and 
due to the item spawn rotation logic, they won’t get a second chance to use any items for a 
while.   
Post Mortem  
  We learned a lot from doing this project, but these are the major lessons that we came 
away with.  
What we did well:  We felt that one of the largest factors leading to our success on this 
project was starting with an already completed design document. This helped us set the 
direction for our team, and start development right away without having to scramble to figure 
out what game we were making. Having the design document available from the beginning of 
the project informed many of our decisions when implementing the game features. Because we 
had the design document, we knew (for example) that we wanted to add controller support, 
and were able to build our control scripts to be compatible with both controller and input. This 
made implementing controller support extremely easy.  
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              Second, although the scope of the project was initially too large for the amount of time 
we had to develop it, the game concept was easy to scale down when we knew we needed to.  
Although many of the items and special blocks initially planned for the game were not 
implemented, we were still able to make a fun multiplayer game.  
What we would change: At the beginning of our project, we didn’t consider our 
experience goal or our minimum viable product. Because of this, we had difficulty prioritizing 
which features to complete at first. If we had solidified these before our project began, or 
during the beginning stages of our project, we feel we would have had a much clearer direction 
for our project. Our scope was also far too large for the amount of time we had, so we ended 
up having to cut many features from the final product.  
Also, before this project we hadn’t worked with Unity’s physics engine very much. This 
made it hard to tune the platforming behavior as we wanted and diagnose certain issues when 
they came up. If we had been able to become more familiar with Unity’s physics engine before 
the project, we may have been able to build our game much more rapidly and easily.  
Finally, while creation of the art assets was fast, prototyping of the corresponding 
features was slow, and made even slower as our engineers spent time integrating the art assets 
and animations into the engine in addition to building game features. If our art lead had been 
able to add the art assets into the game himself, this may have saved time, ending up with an 
overall better game.  
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Introduction 
  Tetrageddon is a competitive puzzle game where one person plays a Tetris-Type game 
and the other person plays a platforming game based around the puzzles that the other player 
makes. The Block Master earns points by clearing out rows of blocks and can take points away 
from the Robot player by crushing him, but must also try to avoid letting blocks hit the top of 
the screen. The Robot player must collect coins and crystals that appear every time a block is 
placed on the field. Whichever player has earned more points by the end of the match is 
declared the winner. 
 
The Robot Player 
  The Robot player is a small little drone designed to run and jump around with a red light 
generated behind him to make him easy to track on the field. Whenever the Robot is standing 
still, his idle animation will play. When he is walking left or right, his animation will change to 
the respective walk cycle. When the player is airborne, he shifts to his jumping pose. When 
pressing against a wall while airborne, the Robot changes to his wall sliding pose. 
Movement: Robot players can walk to the left or right and they can also crouch by 
holding down to avoid obstacles in various situations. The player cannot move to the side while 
crouching. 
Jump: The Robot jumps about one block high and one block far. They can cross a short gap or 
climb up to a block right next to them, but they cannot do both in one jump. 
Wall Jump: Once the Robot jumps into a wall, they will slowly begin to slide down it. 
The Robot can jump off with reduced jump height and increased forward momentum by 
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pressing the Jump button while on the wall. The Robot can perform an unlimited number of 
wall jumps each time it is airborne. However, the burst of momentum prevents it from infinitely 
scaling one wall so the player must jump in between two walls to get substantially higher. 
Deleter: The Robot can fire a projectile ahead that will mark a block for removal when 
hit. The Deleter has a cool down to prevent excessive use that lasts 10 seconds normally. The 
cool down can be accelerated by collecting Coins and Crystals (1 Second per Coin, 3 per Crystal). 
The Deleter can be aimed using the movement inputs and can be fired left, right, or up. 
Respawning: If a Block materializes on the Robot player, they are destroyed. As a result, 
the Robot loses 25% of their Score and must wait 3 seconds to fall back into play from the top 
center of the screen. 
 
The Block Master 
The Block Master drops clusters of four blocks onto the screen from the top and tries to 
earn points by completing rows of blocks while simultaneously trying to crush the Robot player. 
Moving Blocks: The player can move the placement of blocks left and right with the 
respective D-Pad/Control Stick inputs and accelerate the speed at which blocks are placed by 
holding down. Blocks that are being placed do not count as part of the game world, and will 
appear as slightly transparent and glowing. 
Rotating Blocks:  Blocks can be rotated on a 90 degree angle clockwise or counter-
clockwise. 
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The Flow of Tetrageddon 
When Tetrageddon is launched, the player is immediately brought to the game’s Title 
Screen. At the Title Screen, the players can select who will play as the Robot and the Block 
Master, how long the game will be, and then start the game (Causing it to fade to black and 
transition to the game screen). 
  Once the game is started, the playing field will be in an empty state and the timer will 
begin to count down as the game plays out. When time runs out, a time out jingle plays and the 
screen flashes white then transitions to the Victory Screen. 
  On the Victory Screen the final scores for both players will be shown and the final 
winner will be declared with a popup and jingle. After a delay, the main menu options will 
appear on screen and allow players to immediately set up another match. 
 
Figure 1: A mockup of the title screen. 
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Figure 2: Mockup of the victory screen. 
The Playing Field 
 The playing field of Tetrageddon consists of one large area where the Block 
Master drops blocks and that the Robot player navigates. The screen as a whole however also 
includes a side camera and heads-up display. The HUD appears in the top right corner of the 
main field, which displays the score of both players, the time left in the match, and the next two 
blocks that the Block Master will drop. On the right side of the screen, there is a “Security 
Camera” that is zoomed in on the Robot player, to provide an easier to view alternative for 
players who have difficulty seeing small characters and objects. 
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Figure 2: Mockup of the playing field. 
Block Clusters 
 Clusters of blocks are slowly dropped from the top center of the screen and are 
controlled by the Block Master. Each cluster of blocks is comprised of 4 blocks in one of the 7 
different cluster patterns shown below. Blocks in a cluster share a color from 42 colors/shades, 
and the game will try to avoid using the same color as a cluster that is already in play. The HUD 
will also show what color the next cluster of blocks will be before they enter play. 
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The Points Scale and High Scores 
Clearing 1 Row of Blocks: 1000 Points 
Clearing 2 Rows of Blocks: 2500 Points 
Clearing 3 Rows of Blocks: 4500 Points 
Clearing 4 Rows of Block: 6000 Points 
Screen Filled Penalty: -25% Points 
Blocks Destroyed: 50 Points 
Coin Collected: 50 Points 
Crystal Collected: 200 Points 
Robot Destroyed Penalty: -25% Points 
Sound Design 
 Tetrageddon will have a background theme for the Title Screen, Mid Match, and 
the Victory Screen that will transition from one to the other as the players move between them. 
The songs have a Techno-Rock vibe to them and are heavily inspired by games like Mega Man. 
The three tracks will have unified elements between them (Instruments used, tone, and flow). 
There will also be jingles and sound effects that play under various circumstances throughout 
the game. The sounds of the Robot and the Block Master are designed to carry the weight and 
impact of metal in most cases, and the system and interface sound effects have a computerized 
vibe to them to fit with the theme and aesthetic of the game. 
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Appendix B: Master Asset List  
Art Assets 
The Sprite Sheet for the Idle Animation (Left and Right). Four frames long, each cell measured as 
22x24 pixels. 
 
Jumping Pose (Left and Right). 
  
The Sprite Sheet for the Walking Animation (Left and Right). Four frames long, each cell 
measured as 21x23 pixels. 
  
Wall Sliding Pose (Left and Right). 
  
Deleter Projectile. The prongs sink into the target and it flashes as it causes the block to 
disintegrate over the course of a second. 
 
The Sprite Sheet for the Deleter’s explosion. Eight frames long, each cell measured as 12x12 
pixels. 
 
The Animation that plays when the Deleter hits a block and it is removed from play. 
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The Cool Down meter for the Deleter. The left image is color and pattern of the section of the 
meter that is full, the right image is the meter design and the unfilled parts of the cool down 
meter. 
 
The playing field, when the screen is empty. 
 
A score coin. 
 
A score crystal. 
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All of the Block Colors. 
 
The Row Deletion animation that plays over each block in the row when it is full. 
 
The Heads Up Display, empty. 
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The base block used to show incoming clusters in the HUD. 
 
Tetrageddon’s Logo. 
 
Two types of transparent overlays used on the pause screen to make the screen look like video 
footage. There are 10 files for both of the effect types that are randomly selected and played 
together to give numerous options for a “glitchy camera” effect. There are also larger scale files 
and 10 more variants of each for the Title Screen that plays on the layer between the menu pop 
ups/logo layer and the background layer, totaling at 40 different video effect generating 
images. 
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Tetrageddon’s Title Screen.
 
The player select menu. 
 
The pause menu cursors for Player 1 and Player 2 respectively. 
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The “How to Player” for the Block Master that appears on the Title Screen. 
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The “How to Play” for the Robot that appears on the Title Screen. 
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The match time selection window. 
 
The pause menu, with the red text variant being used when Player 1 pauses, and the blue 
variant being used when Player 2 pauses. 
 
The ready text box, and the colored squared that fill the squares on the side to indicate that 
that Player 1 or 2 has hit the ready option respectively. 
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The final screen that appears at the end of each round that announces the winner. 
 
Image display that shows who won the match at the end of a game. 
 
The score board that shows on the final screen. 
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Sound Effects 
BlockLand 
BlockPhase_Solidify 
BlockPhase_Warning 
BlockRotate 
CoinCollected 
CoolDownComplete 
DeleterExplosion 
DeleterFired 
DeleterHitsWall 
DeleterHitsBlock 
TimeUp 
Jumping 
Landing 
WallSlide 
WallJump 
LineClear1, LineClear2, LineClear3, and LineClear4 
Respawn 
RobotDestroyed 
ColumnFull 
WalkCycle_1 
WalkCycle_2 
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SelectOption 
DeselectOption 
MoveCursor 
PauseGame 
ResumeGame 
QuitGame 
Background Music 
TitleMusic 
GameMusic 
EndingMusic 
Jingles 
RoundStarts 
WinnerDeclare 
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Appendix C: Removed Asset List  
 Robot Player Crouching Pose (Left and Right). 
   The Respawn Pad. 
  The Anti-Tetra Block and its Warning Icon for the HUD. 
  
The Anti-Tetra Explosion (Frame 5 of its 5 Frame Animation). 
  The Barrier Block and its icon. 
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  The Guillotine Block (Frame 1 of its 24 Frame Animation), and its icon. 
  The Buzzsaw’s Animation Sheet (2 Frames), and its icon. 
 The Crush Block. 
  The Force Block and its icon. 
  The Force Wave Projectile. 
 The Force Wave Dissolving Animation, 4 Frames. 
  The Hover Block (Frame 1 of its 6 Frame Animation), and its icon. 
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  The Ice Block and its icon. 
  The Kill Block (Frame 1 of its 3 Frame Animation), and its icon. 
  The Laser Block, one of four variants that face in the four different directions, 
and its icon. 
 
The Laser Animation, Frames 1-3. 
  The Launch Block and its icon. 
  The Magnetic Block and its icon. 
 Particles that the Magnetic Block would spawn that move towards it to show area of effect. 
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 The Phase Block, in reality state. 
 The Phase Block, out of reality state. 
 The icon for the Phase Block. 
  The Rift (Frame 1 of its 4 Frame animation), and its icon. 
   The Rusted Block and its icon. 
  The Shock Block and its icon. 
 The Shock Projectile, 3 frame animation sheet. 
 The Shock Projectile’s collision animation, 6 frames. 
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  The TNT Block and its icon. 
 
The TNT Block’s Explosion, 5 frame animation sheet. 
 The Cross Crystal Item. 
 The Enigma Orb Item. 
 The Exploding Emerald Item. 
 
The Emerald’s Explosion, 5 frame animation sheet. 
 The Guard Garnet Item. 
 The Heart Gem Item. 
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 The Reset Rock Item. 
 The Safety Sphere Item. 
 The Sky Stone Item. 
 The Speed Star Item. 
 The Teleporting Topaz Item. 
 The Original HUD, with the original Life Icon, Point Icon, 
Timer Icon, Cross Crystal Art, , and Item selection window. 
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The Original Tetrageddon Logo. The design was abandoned after the Special Blocks were cut. 
 
The font used for the Timers in Special Blocks and planned to be used to show information in 
the HUD. However, it was much less time consuming to just use built in fonts for the HUD, and 
all of the special blocks were removed, so this became unnecessary. 
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The Original Playing Field. 
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Appendix D: Asset Spreadsheet 
FileName Type Size / 
Duration 
Description 
BackgroundBorder.png Image 1920x108
0 
The background that appears behind all 
other elements in the Playing Field. 
Background_Field.png Image 672x992 The background for the Playing Field on 
which the two players compete. 
Background_Frame.png Image 672x992 The frame for Background_Field to help 
prevent visual overlaps with certain 
features. 
CameraFilter_01.png Overlay 768x768 One of two image types that is randomly 
played over the camera screen to create 
the appearance of it being a video. There 
are 10 files named CameraFilter_01.png 
- CameraFilter_10.png selected 
randomly each frame. 
CameraStatic_01.png Overlay 768x768 One of two image types that is randomly 
played over the camera screen to create 
the appearance of it being a video. There 
are 10 files named CameraStatic_01.png 
- CameraStatic_10.png selected 
randomly each frame. 
BasicBlock_01.png Image 64x64 The blocks created by the Block Master. 
There are 42 files with different colors 
and saturation levels named 
BasicBlock_01.png - BasicBlock_42.png. 
Deletion_Sheet.png Sprite 
Sheet 
768x64 A 12 frame animation that plays over 
Basic Blocks when they are hit by a 
Deleter. The Block ceases to "Exist" at 
Frame 4. 
RowClear_Sheet.png Sprite 
Sheet 
768x64 A 12 frame animation that plays over 
Basic Blocks when the row they are in is 
filled completely. The Block ceases to 
"Exist" at Frame 4. 
PlayerTrail.png Image 12x12 An image that follows behind the Robot 
to make it easier to follow around the 
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screen. 
WhiteBlock.png Image 64x64 An overlay that appears over blocks 
when they blink into existence. 
Display.png Image 176x208 The Heads Up Display that appears at 
the top right corner of the field, showing 
the score for the Robot Player, 
Blockmaster, remaining time, and the 
upcoming block clusters. 
Preview_BasicBlock.png Image 16x16 A small block used in the HUD to show 
upcoming block clusters by using four of 
them together in the appropriate shape 
and color. 
CharacterSelect.png Image 250x89 The menu on the Title Screen where 
players choose whether to play as the 
Robot or Blockmaster. 
Cursor_P1.png Image 16x11 Player 1's cursor on menus. 
Cursor_P2.png Image 16x11 Player 2's cursor on menus. 
HowToPlay_Block.png Image 579x738 A window that appears on the Title 
Screen that explains the controls and 
objectives of the Blockmaster. 
HowToPlay_Robot.png Image 579x738 A window that appears on the Title 
Screen that explains the controls and 
objectives of the Robot. 
LogoDisplay.png Image 1920x53 Shows the game's logo on the Title 
Screen. 
MatchLength.png Image 250x118 The menu on the Title Screen where 
players choose how long they want the 
match to last. 
PauseMenu_P1.png Image 250x88 The Pause Menu when Player 1 causes 
the game to pause. 
PauseMenu_P2.png Image 250x88 The Pause Menu when Player 2 causes 
the game to pause. 
PauseScreen_01.png Overlay 1920x108
0 
One of two image types that is randomly 
played over the game screen but behind 
the Pause Menu and Logo to create the 
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appearance of it being a video. There are 
10 files named PauseScreen_01.png - 
PauseScreen_10.png selected randomly 
each frame. 
PauseStatic_01.png Overlay 1920x108
0 
One of two image types that is randomly 
played over the game screen but behind 
the Pause Menu and Logo to create the 
appearance of it being a video. There are 
10 files named PauseStatic_01.png - 
PauseStatic_10.png selected randomly 
each frame. 
Player1Wins.png Image 212x28 Pops up on the Victory Screen when 
Player 1 Wins. 
Player2Wins.png Image 218x28 Pops up on the Victory Screen when 
Player 2 Wins. 
Ready.png Image 250x30 A box on the Title Screen that marks 
which players are ready to start. When 
both players are ready, the game begins. 
Ready_Blue.png Image 23x23 Appears in the Ready box on the right 
side to show that Player 2 is ready. 
Ready_Red.png Image 23x23 Appears in the Ready box on the left side 
to show that Player 1 is ready. 
ScoreBoard.png Image 176x96 Shows the game's score on the Victory 
Screen. 
WhiteFlash.png Image 250x118 Players over the Pause Menu when the 
player hits resume to show that the 
game is about to continue playing. 
WhiteStripe.png Image 1920x33 Appears behind the Player1Wins.png or 
Player2Wins.png graphic and shows 
where LogoDisplay.png is before the 
Logo image fades in. 
WinGlow.png Image 1151x106
3 
A massive glow placed in the middle of 
the Victory Screen. 
RedBolt_01.png Particle 6x6 - 3x3 A particle effect that spawns randomly 
when the Robot is crushed. There are 20 
files named RedBolt_01.png - 
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RedBolt_20.png spawned randomly each 
time on random angles at random 
speeds. 
RedSquare_1.png Particle 9x9 - 2x2 A particle effect that spawns randomly 
when the Robot is crushed. There are 8 
files named RedSquare_1.png - 
RedSquare_8.png spawned randomly 
each time on random angles at random 
speeds. 
WhiteSquare_1.png Particle 6x6 - 2x2 A particle effect that spawns randomly 
when the Robot is crushed. There are 3 
files named WhiteSquare_1.png - 
WhiteSquare_3.png spawned randomly 
each time on random angles at random 
speeds. 
YellowSquare_1.png Particle 3x3 - 2x2 A particle effect that spawns randomly 
when the Robot is crushed. There are 2 
files named YellowSquare_1.png and 
YellowSquare_2.png spawned randomly 
each time on random angles at random 
speeds in low numbers near the Robot's 
head. 
CooldownMeter_Bar.png Image 24x8 The fill that appears over the 
CooldownMeter_Empty.png that follows 
the Robot player to indicate how close 
the Deleter is to being ready. 
CooldownMeter_Empty.pn
g 
Image 24x8 The empty meter and frame for the 
Deleter Cooldown Meter. 
Crouch_L.png Image 22x18 The Robot crouching and facing left. 
Crouch_R.png Image 22x18 The Robot crouching and facing right. 
Deleter.png Image 12x10 The Deleter projectile fired by the Robot 
player to remove blocks. 
DeleterExplosion_Sheet.pn
g 
Image 96x12 An 8 frame animation that plays over the 
Deleter when it hits a surface to show 
that it is being removed. 
IdlePose_L.png Sprite 88x24 A 4 frame animation that the Robot 
player loops through while standing still 
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Sheet and facing to the left. 
IdlePose_R.png Sprite 
Sheet 
88x24 A 4 frame animation that the Robot 
player loops through while standing still 
and facing to the right. 
Jump_L.png Image 19x27 The Robot's pose he strikes while 
airborne or when he jumps while facing 
left. 
Jump_R.png Image 19x27 The Robot's pose he strikes while 
airborne or when he jumps while facing 
right. 
WalkCycle_L.png Sprite 
Sheet 
84x23 A 4 frame animation that loops as the 
Robot walks left. 
WalkCycle_R.png Sprite 
Sheet 
84x23 A 4 frame animation that loops as the 
Robot walks right. 
WallSlide_L.png Image 19x27 The Robot's pose as he slides down the 
right wall or the left side of a block. 
WallSlide_R.png Image 19x27 The Robot's pose as he slides down the 
left wall or the right side of a block. 
Coin.png Image 12x12 Coins that spawn on top of blocks when 
they are placed and can be collected by 
the Robot player to earn points. 
Jackpot.png Image 24x24 Larger "coins" that give four times as 
many points but only have a lower 
chance to appear. 
Logo.png Image 408x53 Tetrageddon's Logo. 
    
BlockLand.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when a Block snaps into place. 
BlockPhase_Solidify.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when a Block finishes phasing in. 
BlockPhase_Warning.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays as a warning as a Block is about to 
phase in. 
BlockRotate.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when a Block is rotated. 
CoinCollected.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Robot collects a coin. 
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CoinLCollected.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when a Jackpot is collected. 
CoolDownComplete.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Deleter finishes cooling 
down. 
DeleterExplosion.wav Sound 0:01 Plays when the Deleter starts to explode. 
DeleterFired.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Robot fires a deleter. 
DeleterHitsWall.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Deleter hits a wall. 
DeleterHitsBlock.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Deleter hits a block. 
TimeUp.wav Sound 0:11 Plays when the timer hits zero. 
Jumping.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Robot jumps. 
Landing.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Robot hits the ground. 
WallSlide.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays while the Robot is sliding down the 
wall. 
WallJump.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Robot jumps off of a 
wall. 
WalkCycle_1.wav Sound 0:01 Plays on Frame 1 of the Walk Cycle 
animation for the Robot. 
WalkCycle_2.wav Sound 0:01 Plays on Frame 3 of the Walk Cycle 
animation for the Robot. 
LineClear_1.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Blockmaster clears one 
full row. 
LineClear_2.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Blockmaster clears two 
full rows. 
LineClear_3.ogg Sound 0:02 Plays when the Blockmaster clears three 
full rows. 
LineClear_4.ogg Sound 0:02 Plays when the Blockmaster clears four 
full rows. 
Respawn.ogg Sound 0:01 Plays when the Robot re-enters the 
playing field. 
SelectOption.wav Sound 0:01 Plays when a player selects an option on 
a menu. 
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DeselectOption.wav Sound 0:01 Plays when a player deselects an option 
on a menu. 
MoveCursor.wav Sound 0:01 Plays when a player moves their cursor 
on a menu. 
PauseGame.ogg Sound 0:01 Jingle that plays when a player pauses 
the game. 
ResumeGame.ogg Sound 0:01 Jingle that plays when a player resumes 
the game. 
QuitGame.ogg Sound 0:01 Jingle that plays when a player exits the 
game. 
RobotDestroyed.wav Sound 0:01 Jingle that plays when the Robot player 
is destroyed. 
ColumnFull.ogg Sound 0:01 Jingle that plays when the Blockmaster 
lets blocks fill a column. 
TitleMusic.wav Music 3:00 Music that plays on the Title Screen. 
GameMusic.wav Music 3:00 Music that plays during a game. 
EndingMusic.wav Music 3:00 Music that plays on the Victory Screen. 
RoundStart.ogg Jingle 0:03 Jingle that plays when a game starts. 
WinnerDeclare.ogg Jingle 0:05 Jingle that plays when the winner is 
announced. 
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Appendix E: Comments from B-Term Showfest Testing 
Below are the notes taken from early tests during the development of Tetrageddon. Notes are 
edited for clarity and to remove the names of any players from outside our project team. 
No apparent purpose for players messing around with each other. 
The whole tetris cluster is not visible when it drops onto the screen. 
Looks like our concept isn’t wholly original. Not too surprising. 
Brittany got trapped. Then she cleared a path! Then the blocks dropped by a row and she 
became neatly re-trapped in another one-block space. Funny, but we really need to display a 
warning just before that happens. 
We have to implement a hard drop… 
Tetris isn’t easy when some jerk keeps taking apart your game block by block. 
The deleter sometimes erases a block diagonally across from where the robot is standing. 
Somebody just said our game was fun! 
“Can I wall-jump?” It would feel natural to be able to wall-jump, evidently. 
Elements of the background look too much like coins. 
The deleters are not visible to observers who do not know they are there. 
Not much motivation to collect the coins the way things are now, especially when they keep 
appearing at the top of the screen where the robot can’t reach. 
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When asked, most people chose to play as the tetris player first. 
Jayson kept trying to jump on a block before it snapped into place. This caused him to lose a life 
the first time. 
***** and Jayson attempted to cooperate so that Jayson could collect coins. Jayson didn’t have 
much to do while he waited for ***** to build him a staircase. Still, the reliance on cooperation 
was interesting. We would not have even seen this had the robot already been able to wall-
jump. 
Getting stuck on a block is pretty easy, especially with tougher jumps. 
Not much interaction once the robot player gets stuck at the bottom. The robot can clear lines 
from the bottom to help out if the tetris player starts stacking dangerously high. 
Players asked whether it was cooperative or competitive. Maybe if we give players a clearer 
objective, they’ll just go for it and decide for themselves. 
Balance of trying to crush robot vs trying to clear rows. Was hard to figure out first time, so 
ended up towering up. They lose if they don’t balance it! 
Row not always clearing. “What am I supposed to be doing here?” - Tetris player 
It was weird that blocks did not fall faster over time, like in Tetris. 
At some point you were stuck below a bunch of blocks that weren’t falling fast - Tetris player 
had no way to reach robot. Is robot jumping on blocks or platforms? 
Weird that robot sticks to wall. 
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Both controllers control both players!  
Want wall jump! Forgetting about shooting. 
Robot can get stuck between two blocks if they jump into them? 
Robot side is more interesting. Find a way to make tetris side more interesting. Both feel too 
slow-paced. 
With Tetris, didn’t realize it was going down at first. Tutorial video? Wasn’t sure if they should 
move it over the robot or not. 
Saturday Night Gaming feedback, Dec. 13, 2014 
Too easy to get stuck 
Controls are too sticky 
Player could wall kick out of the bottom of the screen, as I hoped for. 
Shots are somehow twice as effective as they were before? 
Having a hard drop might give the robot too little time to react… we definitely need to allow the 
player to hold down to accelerate dropping without mashing the button, though. 
“I like being tetris more” 
Wall jumping very difficult on controller. 
“It feels like a good game that needs polishing” 
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The way wall-kicking works now is possible to execute, but practically unworkable with an 
analog stick. 
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